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Sahir: A Commemoration of the Poet’s Life and Work &
Sahirana: Ek Sham Sahir Ke Naam

College of Arts, University of the Fraser Valley & 
Sahir Ludhianvi Centenary Network

To commemorate Sahir Ludhianvi’s birth centenary, presentations by scholars, creative writers, and/or 
community members will examine topics such as representations of love, nature, women, social critique, 
social equality, communal harmony, and philosophy of life. 

In addition, a dedicated program, Sahirana: Ek Sham Sahir Ke Naam, pays tribute to the enduring magic of 
Sahir’s poetry. 

Presentations and conversations will be in Urdu, Hindi, Punjabi, and English.

Sahir Ludhianvi – What did he ever do for us?
….In Praise of East Panjab

A presentation by Dominic Rai - Co-director: saltsarkar.com

Dedication

My presentation is dedicated to the memory of my uncle Afzal Masih (1942-1974) and friend Gurbhaksh 
Garcha (1935-2018)

Firstly I wanted to say thank to the my dear friend Dr Prabhjot Parmar Sahiba, for organising this wonderful conference.

http://saltsarkar.com


Na to caaravaan ki talaash hai
Na to humsafar ki talaash hai
Mere shauq-e-khaana kharaab ko teri rehguzar ki talaash hai

I do not seek a caravan
I do not seek a fellow traveller
My ill-fated desire lies in seeking Your path 

Sahir Ludhianvi – What did he ever do for us?….In Praise of East Panjab

Hissa aval 

My presentation is a creative response to the poetry of Janab Abdul Hayee better known to us by his 
taulkalus or pen name, as Sahir Ludhianvi the name he adopted in honour of his birth place as a 
teenager in the 1930s.

I will highlight how his poetry has the power to unite us in our common humanity, and how in his 
work we find encouragement to embrace challenging circumstances in our lives.

I was first introduced to Sahir Ludhianvi via a reel-to-reel recorder at a family party. My uncle Afzal’s 
favourite qawwali was Na Tu Karavan Ki Talaash Hai from the 1960 Hindi film Barsaat Ki Raat. 
When I first heard this qawwali it was the early 1970s and I was growing up in Birmingham, UK 
where my family had migrated from Malaysia and East Panjab.



Afzal chacha, my fathers cousin, born in 1942, was the last of my relatives who was taught Urdu in 
school and who had to switch to Hindi, Panjabi and English after 1947. 

My father, born in the 1930s, was schooled in Urdu and was a poet. 

Sahir Saab represents a part of my fathers world and the amazing talent that 
came from East Panjab.

This generation of my biradri or community passed on their love of 
literature to us this included Urdu poetry.

As the words in a qawwali are repeated by the lead singer and embellished 
by the chorus, I must have imbued the Ishq word subconsciously without 
knowing its meaning.    

When I first heard this qawwali it I would not have known the writer, or that 
the music was from a film with big star names from a previous era. 
However, one thing was undeniable. It was mesmerising, it prompted 
passionate participation, singing, clapping and tabla playing on the wooden 
table. The excitement produced by members of my family is a memory that has inspired me and 
given a strong sense of Panjabiyat or composite identity which is not based on my religion.

Sahir Saab connects me to a previous generation, and to a culture that speaks of love, - in the 
tradition of medieval Sufi/Bakti poetry of Panjab.

Dusra hissa

Tera ishq hai meri aarzoo
Tera ishq hai meri aabroo
Dil ishq, jism ishq hai, aur jaan ishq hai
Imaan ki jo poochho to imaan ishq hai
Tera ishq mai.N kaise ChhoD doo.N?
Meri umr bhar ki talaash hai

Your love is my desire
Your love is my honour
My heart is love, my body is love, and my life is love
If you ask for faith, then that is love too
How could I ever leave your love?
That love is what I have been searching for all my life

The qawwali shifts seamlessly between Urdu, Hindi and Braj - the language of Krishna devotion this 
part breaks into Panjabi.

Ishq na puchhe deen dharm nu, ishq na puchhe jaataan
Ishq de haatho.N garam lahu vich doobiyaan laakh baraataan ke
Yeh ishq ishq hai, ishq ishq, yeh ishq ishq hai, ishq ishq

Love does not ask your religion or creed, love does not ask your social class or caste,
Love has drowned thousands of wedding revellers in its fiery blood
This is love, this is love, this is love - yeh ishq ishq hai, ishq ishq, yeh ishq ishq hai, ishq ishq

The world of this Qawwali could be the world of pre-partition Panjab, where the Buddhist, Jain, 
Hindu, Musalman, Christain, Sikh and Parsee are not in conflict with each others scriptures. But in 

Afzal Masih 1942 - 1974



agreement with the greater human instinct of love, Ishq, Muhabbat, Pyar, Prem, Preet, Bhai Charah, 
Ulfat, Ishq, human and divine. 

Hissa teen

Tadbeer se bigdi huyi taqdeer banaa le, taqdeer banaa le
Apne pe bharosaa hai to ye daanv lagaa le, lagaa le daanv lagaa le

Through action mend your rotten luck
If you believe in yourself, play the odds this once

Dartaa hai zamaane ki nigaahon se bhalaa kyun, nigaahon se bhalaa kyun
Insaaf tere saath hai ilzaam uthaa le, ilzaam uthaa le

Justice is on your side, you have nothing to hide
Why be afraid, if the world will scold and berate

The words of this song Tadbeer se bigdi huyi taqdeer banaa le, from the 1951 film Baazi, came to 
mind when I was asked to produce a radio advertisement in the 1990s for ASRA, a South Asian 
Housing Association in London.

The advert was to promote ‘a supported retirement community home for Asian elders, who were 
without a family support network.

This was a sensitive subject to talk about, and my brief was to produce a creative response, to 
encourage Asian elders to embrace this challenging idea. 
I found inspiration in Sahir’s song, whose lyrics were optimistic and empowering.

The script was written in English and I translated it into saleese or simple Hindustani and the 
campaign successfully reached its target audience.

Hissa char

Sahir remained loyal to his connections to Ludhiana and occasionally made lengthy car trips back to 
his hometown (because he didn’t like to fly) accompanied by his mother Sardar Begum and a friend 
or two from Bombay.  

Dr Kewal Dheer Saab says: “We had invited Sahir for a mushaira in Ludhiana. We got a few 
envelopes ready so that these could be given to the participating poets as ‘token of our appreciation’. 
Sahir simply refused to accept it saying“Mehmaan nahi hoon. Mezbaan hoon (I am not a guest. I’m a 
host),” 

This humble acknowledgement represents the typical Panjabi response.

The young Abdul Hayee was born in his fathers village Shekhewa but raised at his mamu or maternal 
uncles village of Karimpura, in Ludhiana district which is in Malwa region. 

So many of India’s writers and artists have their roots in West Panjab (current day Pakistan) that I 
wanted to highlight with pride a couple of heavyweights (phelvan’s) from the East.

They are both younger than Sahir Saab; the singer Shri Mohammed Rafi, and the composer Khyyam 
Ji. Rafi born in village Kotla Sultan Singh, Amritsar district and Khyyam Saab born in Rahon in 
Jalandhar district; this is what I mean by East Panjab. 



At some point in the 1940s all three young men made a choice to make their life and home in India 
and not in Pakistan. 
We can be forgiven for forgetting this is the generation that lived through the horrors of our holocaust 
that was the Partition of Panjab and India. Yet through their art and in their lives they radiate only 
love. 

Panchwan hissa

I wonder…was Sahir's ‘hamdardi’ or compassion for the common man and woman an expression 
and sublimation of the pain from his separation from his father and the result of unrequited love. 

I wonder whether his appeal to us and generations to come is a reflection of our shared human 
experiences of loss, and of love.

So what did Sahir Ludhianvi ever do for us?

In his poetry, I see society - warts and all, its injustice, its beauty, it’s glory and our potential to create 
a better world. 

His poetry unites us in our insaaniyat or common humanity.

Aakri hissa

On a lighter note, just try saying ‘Kabhie Kabhie’ almost anywhere in the world… and I’m sure some 
woman, or man, will be able complete the line for you. 

Sahir Saab - Tuhanu Sada Salaam…

We salute you 

Thank you.     

Shukriya!
 



Dominic Rai Biog for Sahir Ludianvi Centenary Conference 6-8 March 2021 

Dominic Rai is a writer, director, and founder of the Mán Melá Theatre Company. Born in East 
Panjab, he grew up in Birmingham, has worked in London, Wales, and now lives in Gloucester.

His theatre work, drawing on South Asian literature includes: Azadi - the Story of Freedom, We 
Sinful Women, contemporary Urdu feminist poetry from Pakistan; and Across the Black Waters by 
Mulk Raj Anand.

He has worked with the BBC Singers as a writer on 
The Ballad of Bethnal Green, produced two bilingual 
(Panjabi and English) community health plays and a 
training film for the UK police ‘Her Choice - Your 
Duty to Protect’ on so-called honour killings.

For Mán Melá, Dominic developed The Cornershop, 
with three Asian writers, which toured Scotland and 
England.

Dominic is Co-director of SaltSarkar.com

Mazhar Tirmazi author of A Lifetime on Tiptoes (UmraaN LannghiyaaN PabbaN Bhaar), English translators 
Gurbakhsh and Ruth Garcha, introduction by Dominic Rai

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Lifetime-Tiptoes-Mazhar-Tirmazi-ebook/dp/B007FFN316 
A Lifetime on Tiptoes (scene one): https://soundcloud.com/dominicrai/scene-1-a-lifetime-on-tiptoes 

The English translation used above is by: https://mrandmrs55.com/2012/04/29/yeh-ishq-ishq-hai-lyrics-and-
translation-lets-learn-urdu-hindi/

Sahir Ludhianvi - The People’s Poet by Akshay Manwani (first published 2013)  

Pic left to right: Ruth and Gurbakhsh Garcha, 
Dominic Rai and Mazhar Tirmazi. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Lifetime-Tiptoes-Mazhar-Tirmazi-ebook/dp/B007FFN316
https://soundcloud.com/dominicrai/scene-1-a-lifetime-on-tiptoes
https://mrandmrs55.com/2012/04/29/yeh-ishq-ishq-hai-lyrics-and-translation-lets-learn-urdu-hindi/
https://mrandmrs55.com/2012/04/29/yeh-ishq-ishq-hai-lyrics-and-translation-lets-learn-urdu-hindi/

